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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Byte-addressable, non-volatile memory (NVM) is emerging
as a promising technology. To facilitate its wide adoption, employing NVM in managed runtimes like JVM has proven to
be an effective approach (i.e., managed NVM). However, such
an approach is runtime specific, it lacks a generic abstraction across different managed languages. Similar to the wellknown filesystem primitives that allow diverse programs
to access the same file via the block I/O interface, managed
NVM deserves the same system-wide property for persistent
objects across managed runtimes with low overhead.
In this paper, we present UniHeap, a new NVM framework
for managing persistent objects. It proposes a unified persistent object model that supports various managed languages,
and manages NVM within a shared heap that enables crosslanguage persistent object sharing. UniHeap reduces the
object persistence overhead by managing the shared heap
in a log-structured manner and coalescing object updates
during the garbage collection. We implement UniHeap as a
generic framework and extend it to different managed runtimes that include HotSpot JVM, cPython, and JavaScript engine SpiderMonkey. We evaluate UniHeap with a variety of
applications, such as key-value store and transactional database. Our evaluation shows that UniHeap significantly outperforms state-of-the-art object sharing approaches, while
introducing negligible overhead to the managed runtimes.

• Hardware → Memory and dense storage; • Software
and its engineering → Object oriented architectures.
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INTRODUCTION

Non-volatile memory (NVM), such as phase-change memory
(PCM) [49], resistive RAM (ReRAM) [11], NVDIMM [4], and
Intel DC persistent memory [27], has become a promising
technology that offers near-DRAM speed, scalable storage
capacity, and data durability. To facilitate its wide adoption in
practice, its management and use in software systems have
attracted much attention recently [20, 25, 33, 35, 36, 40, 48].
Specifically, many NVM frameworks and libraries have
been developed [14, 17, 19, 24, 42], such as Mnemosyne [56],
NVHeaps [15], and Intel PMDK [9]. However, most of them
require developers to explicitly specify the persistent data
structures in their programs, which significantly increases
the development burden. To address this issue, recent researches proposed to integrate NVM into managed runtimes
like JVM [12, 52, 57, 60], in which they leverage the runtime
system to transparently manage objects in NVM. As the managed languages, such as Java, Python, and JavaScript, have
become the most popular programming languages [10, 55],
such an approach is becoming pervasive [38]. We define this
approach as managed NVM in this paper.
Although utilizing managed runtimes to use NVM has
proven to be an effective approach to simplify the NVM
programming [51–53, 60], state-of-the-art approaches are
runtime specific, and lacking an important system-wide property – persistent object management across managed runtimes.
It is not easy for a Python program to directly access an
object persisted by a Java program, as their runtime-specific
object format and layout are different.
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As system-wide shared resource, managed NVM deserves
data sharing, and it provides non-volatility as shared persistent storage does. Similar to the file systems developed for
persistent storage [20, 33, 61], which manages data in the
format of files, and allow different programs to access shared
files with block I/O interface, it is highly desirable to enable
diverse managed languages to access shared persistent objects efficiently, which could pave the way for developing
managed NVM into a generic approach.
As more applications are developed based on managed runtimes today, they usually use different runtime instance for
each individual component. And platform operators also prefer to deploy multiple runtime instances on the same machine
to best utilize the compute and memory resources [23, 43, 58].
Take the web service for example, its frontend uses JavaSript
runtime while its backend adopts JVM [59].
To achieve persistent object sharing, a straightforward approach is to leverage the persistence layer available in managed runtimes to persist objects to file systems or database.
Typical examples include Java Persistence API (JPA) [30] and
Java Data Objects (JDO) [29]. However, they cause significant
performance overhead [30, 60]. Wegiel et al. [59] proposed
to exploit the shared memory to enable the cross-language
cross-runtime communication, unfortunately, it does not
support NVM. The industry has developed Thrift [39] and
Protocol Buffers [6] to facilitate the interoperation across
multiple languages, however, they suffer from significant
marshalling and unmarshalling overheads [2].
In this paper, we develop a lightweight NVM framework,
named UniHeap, for persistent object management across a
diversity of managed runtimes. It has a unified persistence
layer located between the upper-level runtimes and the underlying managed NVM heap (see Figure 1). This layer has a
unified object model that can be extended for various managed languages. It also optimizes the object layout to reduce
the persistency overhead, when persisting objects into NVM.
UniHeap manages NVM using shared heaps that store
all the persistent objects across the registered managed runtimes. UniHeap organizes the shared heap in a log-structured
manner and supports both atomic in-place update and outof-place update to reduce the persistence overhead. It utilizes
a lightweight locking mechanism to manage the concurrent
accesses to shared objects. UniHeap conducts coordinated
garbage collection (GC) with managed runtimes to ensure
the correctness of object cleanups in the shared NVM heap.
Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper.
• We propose a generic NVM framework that provides a
unified object model to enable efficient persistent object
sharing cross diverse managed runtimes within NVM.
• We present a shared NVM heap for managing persistent
objects. It manages objects in a log-structured manner and
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Figure 1: Overview of UniHeap
supports both in-place and out-of-place updates to reduce
data persistence overhead, while ensuring the crash-safety.
• We develop an efficient GC scheme by decoupling the
metadata and data of persistent objects in the NVM heap,
and coordinate GC operations with managed runtimes to
ensure the correctness of object cleanups.
• We enable UniHeap to support three popular managed
runtimes, including HotSpot JVM, cPython, and JavaScript.
To evaluate the efficiency of UniHeap, we run a variety of data-intensive applications and typical benchmarks
for different managed runtimes, including Yahoo Cloud Service Benchmarks (YCSB) [18] for Java, Python Performance
Benchmark Suite [54] for Python, and JetStream2 [31] for
JavaScript. Our evaluation demonstrates that UniHeap introduces negligible performance overhead to the runtime
systems, compared with state-of-the-art runtime-specific
NVM frameworks and persistent object sharing approaches.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Byte-Addressable NVM
Compared with conventional DRAM, NVM provides much
higher density, allowing it to have larger storage capacity.
NVM provides data durability, which allows it to be used as
persistent storage. However, it requires memory persistency
to ensure the crash consistency [42, 46, 56].
Ensuring memory persistency is challenging with modern memory hierarchy, as many levels of volatile cache (e.g.,
volatile processor cache and DRAM) exist between the processor and NVM. With commodity out-of-order processors,
the order in which stores are made persistent depends on
the order they are evicted from the cache. Therefore, explicit
instructions have to be used. For instance, x86-64 processors
have the clwb instruction [1] to write back a cache line from
the processor cache to NVM, and storage fence instruction
(sfence) to guarantee that a clwb instruction completes. However, this will inevitably increase the burden of software
development and the complexity of NVM management.

2.2

NVM Management and Programming

To facilitate the use of NVM, both industry and academic
community have developed high-level libraries and system
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frameworks. They enable programmers to develop durable
applications on top of NVM, without dealing with the lowlevel primitives [9, 14, 15, 17, 19, 24, 42, 48, 56, 61]. Their
abstraction for developers is similar, which requires developers to specify the durable data structures and failure-atomic
regions for ensuring the crash-safety.
Recently researchers proposed to leverage managed runtimes like JVM to manage NVM [12, 52, 57, 60]. Such an
approach is promising to simplify the NVM programming.
For instance, AutoPersist [52] only requires developers to
explicitly specify the durable root objects, the managed runtime will automatically persist the reachable objects based
on the reachability analysis in JVM. As a majority of applications today are developed with managed languages such as
Java and Python [10, 55], these prior studies make us believe
the runtime-based approach is becoming a pervasive and
practical solution for managing NVM.

2.3

Object Management Across Runtimes

The current approach of managing NVM is runtime specific.
It lacks an important property: persistent object management across managed runtimes. Similar to the system-wide
shared persistent storage whose management software –
file systems – enable the data sharing across different programs with the file abstraction, the runtime-managed NVM
framework is desirable to enable the data sharing with the
persistent object abstraction, such that the objects created by
one managed runtime can be easily accessed by another one.
This property will benefit many real-world application
cases, such as web services [23, 58] and data analytics [26,
43, 62]. In these applications, multiple runtime instances
access shared data source for further analytics, and different
instance may fulfill different functions [7]. For example, (1)
a Java program persists its objects in NVM and allows other
programs written in a different language such as Python to
access them directly (e.g., web services); (2) a Java program
and Python program concurrently access shared persistent
objects (e.g., shared libraries); or (3) multiple Java programs
concurrently access a persistent object (e.g., data analytics).
To achieve the same property, existing managed runtimes
persist objects to file systems or database in NVM. However, they suffer from significant software overheads [60].
Typical examples include Java Persistence API (JPA) that
uses transactional APIs to persist data [30], and Persistent
Collection for Java (PCJ) [5] that manages Java objects in
NVM. Both methods have the data transformation procedure,
which introduces dramatic performance overhead.

3 UNIHEAP DESIGN
In this paper, we develop a NVM framework, named UniHeap. It enables object persistent and sharing across various
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Table 1: The mapping of language types in UniHeap.
char

int

long

float

double

Python

boolean,
byte
-

-

int

long

float

-

JavaScript
UniHeap

boolean
char

short

num
int

num
long

num
float

num
double

Java

reference,
array
list, dict,
tuple
array
reference

managed runtimes in an efficient manner, while preserving
the programmability of managed languages for NVM.

3.1

Design Principles

UniHeap follows three design principles: (1) it should manage runtime objects in NVM efficiently, while ensuring the
crash safety for object operations with low data persistence
overhead; (2) it should enable data sharing of these persistent objects cross different managed languages without much
data transformation overhead; (3) it should provide a simple and unified object model that can easily support a new
runtime, which will pave the way for its generic use.
UniHeap provides a unified persistence layer as presented
in Figure 1. It has a unified object model (§3.2) that can be
mapped to different managed languages. UniHeap stores persistent objects within shared NVM heaps in a log-structured
manner for efficiency (§3.3). It enables managed runtimes
to directly access the shared NVM heap with simple interfaces (§3.4), while enabling concurrent object accesses cross
managed runtimes (§3.5). UniHeap also has efficient GC
mechanisms for managing persistent objects in a space efficient manner (§3.6). We discuss each of them as follows.

3.2

Unified Persistence Layer

We design a unified persistence layer (UPL) in UniHeap
for two purposes. First, UPL has a language-neutral object
model, such that it can be extended to support new managed
languages. Second, UPL should facilitate object persistence
for managed runtimes to achieve low persistency overhead.
Unified object model and its type system. Unlike recently proposed PCJ for NVM [5], UniHeap does not introduce new type system. UniHeap provides two built-in
types: numeral type and reference type. It does not provide
container types, such as list, dict, and tuple in Python, as
developer can implement their own container type based
on these built-in types. As shown in Table 1, the numeral
type includes char, short, int, long, float, and double. For the
reference type, the object field stores the pointer to other
persistent objects. It is worth noting that array is also treated
as an object in UniHeap. Thus, its object field can store a
pointer to an array. As we provide a transparent type system
for managed runtimes, different managed language needs to
map their type into the type system of UniHeap. We show
the mapping of the popular managed languages that include
Java, Python, and JavaScript in Table 1.
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Table 2: UniHeap API for object persistence.
API
set_root
get_root
atomic_begin
atomic_end

Description
declare a durable root in a managed runtime.
retrieve a durable root in a managed runtime.
declare the beginning of a persistent region.
commit a persistent region in a managed runtime.

Object persistence. To be compatible with the data persistence approaches in the existing NVM frameworks [52, 60],
UniHeap allows developers to label failure-atomic regions as
well as enables automatic object persistence with specified
root objects (see Table 2). Programmers can use the APIs
atomic_begin and atomic_end to specify a failure-atomic region that provides an all-or-nothing visibility to programmers, as shown in Figure 2 (a). With automatic object persistence enabled by setting the durable root, as presented in
Figure 2 (b), all the updates to the objects reachable from a
durable root will be persisted in a crash consistency manner.
Note that both approaches do not require modifications to
the class in the managed languages.
To reduce the object persistence overhead, UniHeap leverages both atomic update and out-of-place update. For small
updates, such as those written to a single data field, UniHeap
simply uses atomic instruction and memory fence. UniHeap
will capture this type of updates by checking the associated
byte code (e.g., putfield in JVM).
For updates to a failure-atomic region, UniHeap uses outof-place update and writes the updates in a log-structured
manner. Specifically, UniHeap wraps object updates to the
failure-atomic region within a transaction. Instead of using
the conventional undo or redo logging approaches that require double writes (i.e., one write for the persistent object
update, one write for the undo/redo log) [13, 28, 44, 45], outof-place update only requires one write to the NVM on the
critical path. This is because the old data copies already exist
in the NVM and the logging is not required. As we persist the
update in a new location, it does not affect the old version,
and thus, it inherently supports the atomic data durability.
We discuss how these persistent objects are managed and
persisted in UniHeap as follows.

3.3

Shared NVM Heap

UniHeap stores persistent objects in shared NVM heaps. It
organizes the shared NVM heap into five regions as shown in
Figure 3: heap header, plass region, root table region, object
region, and log region. The heap header stores the metadata
for the corresponding heap, including the heap name (32
bytes) and heap size (8 bytes). The plass region stores all
the class descriptors for UniHeap objects. The root table
stores all the durable root objects. Each root is a key-value
pair with the format of <root_name, root_addr >. The object
region contains an object valid bitmap, which is used by the
GC for reclaiming persistent objects in UniHeap (§3.6). Its

1
2
3
4

uniheap.atomic_begin(); // Start an atomic region.
Car redcar = new Car (...);
uniheap.persist(redcar);
uniheap.atomic_end(); // Commit a persistent region.
(a) An example of using atomic region in UniHeap.

1
2

Car redcar = new Car (...);
uniheap.set_root (redcar); // set durable root.
(b) An example of using durable root in UniHeap.

Figure 2: Examples of object persistence in UniHeap.
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Figure 3: The shared NVM heap structure in UniHeap.
remaining part is organized into numerous fixed-size (16
bytes) chunks, each of which stores an object header. The log
region stores the object updates in a log-structured manner.
Out-of-place update to reduce persistency overhead.
To facilitate out-of-place update, we decouple the object
header from its data (i.e., fields), based on the insight that
object header is not frequently updated in a transaction.
We store the object header in the object region, and object
data in the log region. Once a managed runtime allocates an
object from the shared NVM heap (with the APIs discussed
in Table 3), UniHeap will bump the pointer in the object
region to allocate an object header.
UniHeap uses transactions to ensure data persistence
of object updates. UniHeap uses a slab allocator to allocate memory space for corresponding transaction logs. Each
durable transaction has a transaction header, which consists
of the transaction id (t_id), and its next transaction address
(t_next). Multiple transactions are organized into a linked list.
Each transaction can have multiple logs to stores the out-ofplace updated data. Each log has a log header, which stores
the object id (l_oid), object field id (l_fid), a valid/invalid bit,
and its next log address (l_next), as shown in Figure 3.
The out-of-place update approach can reduce write traffic
to NVM, however, it requires address remapping to retrieve
the latest data for read operation. To address this challenge,
UniHeap employs a per-object mapping table for address
translation. Since each object field has a fixed index value
during the object lifetime, UniHeap use the field index to
store the address of the latest updates in the log region. The
address translation procedure is efficient (O(1)). In addition,
UniHeap caches the object field index table in the fast DRAM
for further performance improvement (see Figure 3).
Garbage collection for the log region. To reduce the
storage overhead of the log region, UniHeap garbage collects
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Interface

Data Struc.

Table 3: Data structures and APIs used in UniHeap for
interacting with different managed runtimes.
Name
heap_info
plass_info
root_info
object_info
heap operations
plass operations
root operations
object
operations
transaction
operations

Description
NVM heap descriptor
object class descriptor
root object descriptor
object descriptor
load_heap, close_heap
alloc_plass, init_plass, exists_plass
set_root, get_root, exists_root
alloc_object, init_object, load_field,
store_field, set_index
dtx_begin, dtx_commit, stm_begin,
stm_commit, stm_abort, stm_store, stm_load

stale logs with two strategies: fast GC and full GC. For fast
GC, UniHeap periodically scans all the committed transactions and checks whether their logs are valid or not. UniHeap
compares the log address with the latest address stored in
the object index table. If they do not match with each other,
it means the log is invalid. If all logs in one transaction are
invalid, UniHeap will free them, and update the next pointer
(t_next) of the committed transaction.
As for the full GC, it happens when the free space is below
a threshold (10% of the entire log region by default). UniHeap
accelerates the full GC procedure with thread parallelism. It
first identifies the first and last committed transactions, and
create multiple GC workers. Each GC worker is assigned
with a certain number of transactions. The GC worker scans
their assigned transactions. For each committed transaction,
it copies all valid logs into a volatile buffer. After finishing
scanning all the committed transactions, worker threads use
new durable transactions to commit these valid logs. After
that, UniHeap will reclaim the log space.

3.4

Persistent Object Sharing

It is challenging to have a unified framework for diversified
runtimes, as different runtimes have different properties. To
overcome this, UniHeap abstracts the shared heaps with a
set of generic interfaces and data structures (see Table 3).
Data structures for persistent object sharing. UniHeap abstracts the shared heap with four core data structures: heap_info, plass_info, object_info, and root_info. The
heap_info data structure that stores NVM heap descriptors
(e.g., the heap name and size) is placed in the heap header
region (see Figure 3). The plass_info is a class descriptor in
UniHeap, which is similar to the klass in Hotspot JVM. It is
stored in the plass region. The root_info stores the durable
roots specified in managed runtimes, it is placed in the root
region of UniHeap. The data structure object_info stores the
meatadata information of each persistent object (see §3.3).
Interface for accessing shared persistent objects.
UniHeap provides a set of interfaces (see Table 3) for managed runtimes to access the shared NVM heap. We classify
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these interfaces into two categories: language-neutral and
language-related. The language-neutral interfaces do not
need support from managed runtimes. For example, UniHeap implements the alloc_obj interface with its own object
allocation policy, which is independent from the managed
runtime. For those language-related interfaces that include
only init_plass and exists_plass, they require runtimes to have
their own implementations. For instance, when UniHeap
initializes a class with init_plass, UniHeap requires runtime
support to fill up the plass structure, since the class metadata
is stored in the language source file (e.g., .cls in JVM),
Runtime support for shared NVM heap. To facilitate
the interactions with shared NVM heap, UniHeap has a
module for each (new) managed runtime. This module is
used to support type mapping, object operation, and GC in
UniHeap. Each UniHeap module will provide a mapping set
to track the object references and durable root objects from
the managed runtime, UniHeap will use this information to
ensure the GC correctness. We show the development effort
required for each managed runtime in §4.
To support object persistence, UniHeap provides a set
of APIs (see Table 2) to managed runtimes. Similar to AutoPersist [52], UniHeap provides set_root and get_root to
allow developers to specify the durable roots. UniHeap also
provides atomic_begin and atomic_end to enable developers
to specify persistent regions in their programs, in which the
atomic durability is guaranteed for object updates.

3.5

Concurrent Access to Objects

As persistent objects could be concurrently updated by different runtimes, it is important to ensure mutual exclusion for
concurrent accesses. To achieve this, UniHeap utilizes software transaction memory (STM) [41]. Therefore, programs
in different runtime instance can declare their persistent
regions with atomic_begin and atomic_end. Inside the persistent region, UniHeap combines the STM and durable transaction (DTx) to achieve both mutual exclusion and atomic
durability for concurrent object accesses.
UniHeap has an interpreter-level implementation of STM.
Specifically, UniHeap module will capture the load/store operations against the object fields via hooking the associated
bytecode (e.g., putfield/getfield in JVM). We adopt an eager
policy (i.e., encounter-time locking) to resolve the conflict of
data accesses. STM maintains a global lock array, and each
entry owns a lock in the lock array. Each runtime needs to
acquire the lock before performing the store operation to an
object field. And each runtime will validate the lock during
load operation to avoid conflict of data accesses.
The STM in UniHeap is a time-based transaction implementation. UniHeap maintains a global time counter which
monotonically increases when a transaction is committed
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Figure 4: The mapping of durable roots in UniHeap.
successfully. Once the runtime commits the transaction, it
persists the execution result by leveraging the durable transaction (DTx). The runtime starts a new durable transaction
with the generated global timestamp, allocates logs to persist
the execution results, and commits the durable transaction.
If a transaction fails, UniHeap will roll back it to the initial
state to restart the execution. Since we build the transaction
at the interpreter level, UniHeap needs to roll back the interpreter state in order to re-execute the bytecodes inside
the persistent region. Preserving the interpreter state requires the module support in UniHeap, since the interpreter
state is language specific. For instance, UniHeap module in
JVM stores the runtime thread stack pointer (sp), bytecode
pointer (pc), and local variables (locals) at the beginning of
the transaction. If STM execution fails, it will restore the
saved environment to roll back the interpreter state. And the
interpreter will re-execute the bytecode.

3.6

Coordinated GC for Persistent Objects

In §3.3, we discuss the GC for the log region in the shared
NVM heap. It is noted that the GC for persistent objects is
different, it requires the interaction with managed runtimes
to ensure the correctness of object cleanups (see §3.4).
Mark-and-Compact GC in UniHeap. UniHeap uses
the mark-and-compact GC to reclaim persistent objects. We
have to overcome three challenges. First, as each runtime can
have its own reference to a persistent object, UniHeap should
be able to track these references efficiently. Second, UniHeap
needs to coordinate with multiple runtimes to reach a systemwide safety point, and then stop the world to perform the
GC. Third, we should also ensure crash safety at GC.
As managed runtimes use UniHeap to store their persistent objects, UniHeap will track their references and reachability from runtimes. We call these references as vroot, with
the corresponding of the durable roots (droots), as shown in
Figure 4. Therefore, UniHeap maintains a mapping set for
each runtime to store their vroots. As each runtime has different heap layout and object management, the mapping set
is tailored for each runtime. Take HotSpot JVM for example,
the heap of Hotspot JVM is partitioned in two generations:
young region and tenured region. As the object stored in
the young region has a shorter lifetime than tenured region,

UniHeap uses two hash tables to store the object references
for the young and tenured objects, respectively.
As many managed runtimes adopt tracing-based GC, UniHeap reuses their safe point and stop-the-world mechanism.
After collecting these vroots, UniHeap creates multiple GC
worker threads to perform the object reachability analysis.
Each thread is assigned with several droots and mark lived
objects. For any object that is reachable from a durable root,
it will be treated as lived object and maintained in the persistent heap. For an object which is no longer reachable from a
durable root and it has no reference from any runtime, it will
be reclaimed. Therefore, if a user wants to maintain an object
in the persistent heap for future use in another runtime, this
object should be reachable from a durable root or has a reference from at least one runtime. For these objects hosted in
the managed runtime but not reachable from durable roots,
they would not be persisted to the unified heap and would be
garbage collected by the corresponding managed runtime.
Crash safety in the GC of UniHeap. UniHeap needs
to ensure crash-safety during GC. To achieve this, UniHeap
will guarantee each step in the GC is idempotent. The GC of
UniHeap consists of four phases: (1) marking phase, (2) relocation phase, (3) compaction phase, and (4) clean-up phase.
In the marking phase, UniHeap sets the corresponding bit
in the valid bitmap to indicate whether the object is live or
not. The heap space and layout are not changed. During the
relocation phase, UniHeap will conduct a statistical analysis
of the shared NVM heap space, allocate a new object region
based on the calculation, and use a hash table to store the
new addresses of all live objects. After this phase, the new address of each object is determined. During compaction phase,
the live objects will be moved to their new addresses. To
accelerate the GC procedure, UniHeap uses multiple threads
to migrate live objects. At the clean-up phase, old objects
will be reclaimed. Note that UniHeap uses obj_info as an
indirection layer that stores the pointer to the real persistent
object. Therefore, during the clean-up phase, UniHeap does
not need to modify all reference pointers in all runtimes.
The GC of UniHeap is crash safe by ensuring each GC
phase is idempotent. The marking phase is naturally idempotent, since this phase does not change the heap states. As
for the compaction phase, we maintain the old object region
until the clean-up phase. Therefore, upon a crash or failure,
UniHeap can redo the GC during the system recovery.

3.7

NVM Heap Management

In UniHeap, we have a server proxy managing all NVM
heaps. Each UniHeap module for each managed runtime has
a thread to communicate with the server proxy via UNIX domain socket. UniHeap minimizes the inter-process communication during the runtime execution. In particular, UniHeap
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module only communicates with UniHeap server proxy at
the runtime initialization and GC procedure. For the runtime initialization, UniHeap module interacts with the server
proxy to allocate shared memory, load the shared NVM heap,
and initialize other system states. Once UniHeap starts GC,
all runtimes need to report their vroots to the UniHeap server
proxy. UniHeap also coordinates with runtimes to stop the
world through this communication channel.

JSOP_GETNAME, JSOP_SETNAME, and others. The GC of
SpiderMonkey is similar to that of HotSpot JVM. Their major
difference is that the marking phase in SpiderMonkey occurs
incrementally. But the way of tracking vroots in SpierMonkey is similar to that of HotSpot JVM. The SpiderMonkey
runtime module reports its vroots when copying them to a
new heap during the GC.

4 UNIHEAP IMPLEMENTATION

5

In this section, we describe the UniHeap implementation
details. We will first discuss the implementation of the main
framework. And then, we will present the module implementation for each individual managed runtime, including
HotSpot JVM, cPython, and SpiderMonkey.
Main Framework Implementation. We implement UniHeap system prototype with 9,163 lines of C programming
code. The UniHeap framework is implemented as a shared library, including UniHeap interface and GC for the log region.
As for the shared NVM heap, UniHeap uses the memorymapped interface with Direct Access (DAX) [61] enabled for
fast access to the NVM device. Each runtime module will
dynamically load this shared library at the runtime initialization. The UniHeap server proxy implementation has 5,732
lines of C code, including process communication and GC.
Hotspot JVM Implementation. We modify a few
OpenJDK8u212-b03-0 components to support UniHeap. We
modify the Hotspot template interpreter to implement our
transaction mechanism. We add hook functions in the bytecodes for object field accesses (i.e., putfield and getfield), and
array element access (e.g., arrayload and arraystore). We also
modify the parallel scavenge GC to support our GC for persistent objects. Specifically, we add the remembered sets [8]
support in the GC procedure. After the GC copies all objects to the from region, the runtime module reports all the
remaining live objects as vroots to UniHeap.
cPython Implementation For the Python runtime, we
use the open-source cPython 2.7.15. We add the hook
functions in the corresponding bytecodes for object accesses, such as LIST_APPEND, LOAD_LOCALS, LOAD_ATTR,
STORE_LOCAL, and STORE_GLOBAL. Since cPython uses
a reference counter-based GC rather than a tracing-based
one, special effort is required to obtain the object references.
In cPython, a module is used to implement a generational
GC on top of the reference counter based GC, in which object deallocation happens when its reference count drops to
zero. Therefore, we can obtain vroots by tracking the object
references from their allocation to deallocation.
JavaScript Implementation. Similar to HotSpot and
cPython, UniHeap adds hook functions to the relevant
bytecodes for object accesses in SpiderMonkey with version 52. They include JSOP_GETLOCAL, JSOP_SETLOCAL,

Our evaluation shows that (1) UniHeap performs better than
state-of-art approaches of persistent object sharing (§5.2); (2)
It can scale the persistent object sharing as we increase the
number of managed runtimes (§5.3). (3) UniHeap enables
persistent object sharing across different runtimes without
introducing much performance overhead (§5.4 and §5.5);

5.1

EVALUATION

Experimental Setup

We conduct our evaluation on an Intel machine configured
with real NVM devices. It has two Intel Xeon processors,
and each processor has 24 cores. It has eight Intel Optane
DC persistent memory modules with a total capacity of 1TB
(8 × 128GB), and 384GB of DDR4 DRAM. The server runs
Fedora 27 with the Linux kernel version 4.15. We modify the
OpenJDK8u212-b03-0, CPython2.7.15, and SpiderMonkey-52
runtimes, respectively (see § 4), and use UniHeap to manage shared persistent objects. We use libpmem [9] to create
shared NVM heaps and utilize DAX technique to enable
direct memory access to NVM DIMMs. The shared heap
is configured as 20GB by default. We compare UniHeap
with two state-of-the-art data persistence approaches used
in managed runtime systems.
• ManualPersist: It requires developers to manually identify the objects that should be allocated in NVM [60]. When
persisting objects to NVM, clwb and mfence instructions
are called to enforce the memory persistency.
• AutoPersist: It requires developers to only specify the
durable root objects, the runtime will automatically persist
the objects reachable from the durable roots [52].
We follow the automatic object persistence technique in
AutoPersist, and enable it in cPython and SpiderMonkey
runtimes for fair comparison. Although ManualPersist and
AutoPersist approaches were developed for supporting NVM
in managed runtimes, they do not have the feature of sharing
persistent objects across managed runtimes. Therefore, we
also compare UniHeap with state-of-the-art object sharing
approaches: Thrift [39] and shared memory [59].
• Thrift: It is a scalable cross-language RPC protocol developed by Facebook [39]. Similar to other cross-language
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Java

Python

JavaScript

Benchmark
YCSB A
YCSB B
YCSB C
YCSB D
YCSB F
bm_nqueens
bm_nbody
bm_chameleon
bm_chaos
bm_logging
gcc_loop
float_mm
quicksort
hashset

Description
Recent actions in a user session
Photo tagging application
User profile cache
User status updates
Read-modify-update in user database
N Queens solver
N body benchmark
Template rendering
Chaos game like fractals
Benchmarks on the logging module
GCC and LLVM vectorization tuning
Floating point matrix multiplication
Quicksort
Hash table operations

protocols, such as ProtoBuf [6], Thrift requires serialization/deserialization when it generates template codes. Recent studies [2, 59] show that Thrift performs much better
than other similar techniques.
• SharedMem: It enables object sharing across Java and
Python runtimes through shared memory [59]. To enable
the NVM support in SharedMem, we use the libpmem [9],
such that the objects stored in the shared memory space
will be persisted in NVM.
We evaluate UniHeap against the aforementioned baselines with a variety of synthetic workloads and benchmarks.
For different managed runtimes, we use different dedicated
benchmarks that were developed for testing each individual
runtime. We describe them as follows.
• Java Benchmarks: We use the key-value store QuickCached [47] and transactional database H2 [3]. QuickCached is a pure Java implementation of Memcached that
uses persistent data structures to store key-value pairs.
H2 is a popular transactional database written in Java
language. For both QuickCached and H2, we use Yahoo
Cloud Services Benchmark (YCSB) [18] to populate the
backend storage and generate cloud workloads with different read/write ratio following the Zipfian distribution.
• Python Benchmarks: We use Python Performance
Benchmark Suite [54], which is a performance benchmark
suite developed for emulating real-world workloads. It has
a variety of benchmarks that include Chaos games, template rendering, and event logging, as shown in Table 4.
• JavaScript Benchmarks: For JavaScript runtime, we use
JetStream2 [31], a JavaScript benchmark suite for web
applications. It covers a variety of common operations
executed in JavaScrpt-based applications, such as matrix
multiplication, quicksort, and hash table operations.

5.2

Performance of Shared Object Accesses

We first examine the performance benefit of UniHeap on
persistent object sharing. We compare UniHeap with stateof-the-art object sharing approaches Thrift and SharedMem,
as described in § 5.1. We first run microbenchmarks. We
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1
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UniHeap
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of different persistent object sharing approaches.
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Table 4: Benchmarks used in our evaluation.
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Figure 6: Scalability of UniHeap.
run one HotSpot JVM and one SpiderMonkey runtime on
UniHeap concurrently. Within the HotSpot JVM, we run the
microbenchmark to generate 10K persistent objects sequentially. We vary the object size from 128 bytes to 1KB. For
each persistent object, we share it with the SpiderMonkey
runtime with different approaches. As shown in Figure 5,
both UniHeap and SharedMem perform 2.3-3.4× faster than
Thrift. This is because Thrift has to conduct the serialization
and deserialization operations, while former ones use shared
memory techniques to achieve object sharing. As we increase
the object size, Thrift improves its efficiency, however, it still
performs much worse than the shared memory approach.
We now use a real-world benchmark to demonstrate the
interoperability across different managed runtimes through
UniHeap. We run the YCSB in the HotSpot JVM against a
QuickCached service. We first populate the key-value store
with 1 million key-value pairs, such that these key-value
pairs will be stored in the shared NVM heap in UniHeap.
And then, we run another YCSB client in the SpiderMonkey runtime. We use the YCSB workload C (read-only) to
issue query requests against the key-value store. We compare UniHeap with the SharedMem solution, and find that
UniHeap performs 21.7% better than SharedMem. This is
because SharedMem does not support NVM, but its shared
memory space can be mapped to the NVM through libpmem.
However, it still performs worse than UniHeap, due to the
lack of data persistence optimizations.

5.3

Scalability Benefit of UniHeap

We now evaluate the scalability of UniHeap. To facilitate our
evaluation, we use the H2 database as the back-end persistent
storage service. We first run the YCSB client in one HotSpot
JVM runtime, and load 1 million key-value pairs. After that,
we increase the number of YCSB clients, and each YCSB client
will run in an individual HotSpot JVM. As shown in Figure 6,
for all the YCSB workloads we evaluate, their throughput will
increase as we increase the number of JVM runtimes. This
demonstrates that the mechanisms designed for concurrent
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Figure 7: Performance of supporting HotSpot JVM in UniHeap.
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Figure 8: Performance of cPython in UniHeap.
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Figure 9: Performance of SpiderMonkey in UniHeap.
data accesses to persistent objects in UniHeap can scale to
support multiple managed runtimes.

5.4

Synthetic Workloads

We now compare UniHeap with each individual (native)
managed runtime that does not provide the function of persistent object sharing. In the experiment, we generate 1 million
objects within the managed runtime. After that, we perform
sequential/random read and update operations against these
objects. We vary the object size from 128 bytes to 1 KB.
In UniHeap, we wrap the load and store operation against
the object fields with a durable transaction. In ManualPersit,
we use clwb and mfence instructions after each object field
update to ensure the data persistence. In AutoPersist, we use
its failure-atomic region to wrap each object update and use
the undo logging by default to guarantee the crash safety.
UniHeap does not introduce additional performance overhead, as shown in Figure 7. For writes, UniHeap outperforms
ManualPersist and AutoPersist by 10.2% and 13.4% on average, respectively. For reads, UniHeap does not introduce
much performance overhead, although it has to check an
indirection layer for the log-structured memory design.
AutoPersist outperforms ManualPersist, because it has
less cacheline flushes and memory fence operations. Since
AutoPersist relies on the runtime system to persist objects, it
has the knowledge of the runtime system (e.g., object layout
and reachability). UniHeap follows the design principle of
AutoPersist, which manages the memory persistency at runtime. However, UniHeap enables persistent object sharing.
Both AutoPersist and ManualPersist employ logging to ensure crash safety, which causes duplicate writes to NVM for
each persistent write. UniHeap develops the log-structured
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Figure 10: Performance of running HotSpot JVM with
UniHeap, when using QuickCached+YCSB.
memory to achieve both strong data persistence and low
write traffic. This is especially helpful for random writes,
since the log-structured memory design will turn the random data accesses into sequential pattern by appending each
update into the log (see Figure 3).
We also run the synthetic workloads with cPython and
SpiderMonkey runtimes. For these runtimes, we have our
own implementation of AutoPersist [52]. As shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, we set the object size to 1KB, UniHeap
provides the similar performance behavior as HotSpot JVM.
This demonstrates that UniHeap does not introduce much
performance overhead to each individual managed runtime.

5.5

Real-World Applications

In this section, we use real applications to evaluate UniHeap.
Comparison with HotSpot JVM. We first evaluate UniHeap against the HotSpot JVM with ManualPersist and AutoPersist enabled, respectively. As described in §5.1, We run
QuickCached as the back-end storage service and store its
persistent data structures in NVM. We run YCSB as the client
and issue put/get requests against the QuickCached service.
We show the experimental results in Figure 10. UniHeap
outperforms AutoPersist by up to 26.3% for the workloads
with intensive writes, such as workload A, D, and F. This is
because UniHeap utilizes the log-structured memory design
and stores the object updates in the log. This can significantly reduce the number of memory fence operations, as
we ensure the memory persistency for object updates. As
for the comparison between AutoPersist and ManualPersist,
we obtain the similar conclusion as discussed in [52]. AutoPersist leverages the runtime profiling and optimization to
reduce the data persistence overhead. However, AutoPersist
uses undo log for ensuring the data durability and atomicity. UniHeap further improves this mechanism by using the
out-of-place update in the log region (see Figure 3).
To further understand the performance benefit of UniHeap, we sample the number of mfence operations incurred

Normalized
Speedup
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Table 5: Number of incurred mfence operations.
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Figure 11: Performance of running cPython on UniHeap with Python Performance Benchmark Suite.
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Figure 12: Performance of running SpiderMonkey on
UniHeap with JetStrem2 benchmarks.
at runtime, when we issue 1K requests against the key-value
store. As shown in Table 5, UniHeap significantly reduces the
number of mfence operations. Since the runtime will incur
extra operations on persistent objects, AutoPersist requires
more mfence to ensure the data persistence.
Comparison with cPython. We now evaluate UniHeap
against the cPython with AutoPersist enabled. We use
the Python Performance Benchmark Suite to run various
Python benchmarks within the managed runtime. As shown
in Figure 11, UniHeap does not introduce extra performance overhead for all the benchmarks. It outperforms the
cPython runtime by 24.1%, when running the write-intensive
bm_logging benchmark. As for the benchmarks bm_nqueens
and bm_chameleon, UniHeap performs slightly better than
cPython, as they generate mixed read/write operations.
Comparison with SpiderMonkey. For the comparison
with SpiderMonkey, we run JetStream2 benchmarks that
were designed specifically to evaluate the JavaScript runtime
engine. We demonstrate the experimental results in Figure 12.
UniHeap introduces trivial extra performance overhead. For
the workloads gcc_loop and float_mm that are less memory
intensive, the performance of UniHeap is similar to that
of running SpiderMonkey independently. For the workload
quicksort that generates intensive writes, UniHeap performs
better because of the reduced data persistence overhead.
Overall, as we run each managed runtime on UniHeap,
its performance is better than that of running each managed runtime individually. This shows the low performance
overhead of UniHeap as a generic NVM runtime framework.

6

Benchmarks
Workload A
Workload B
Workload C
Workload D
Workload F

1.0

RELATED WORK

Programming Frameworks for NVM. To facilitate the
use of NVM, many NVM frameworks have been proposed [9,
14–17, 19, 24, 34, 42, 56, 60]. All of these works require the
programmer to explicitly specify the data structures that
should reside in NVM. This limitation requires significant effort from programmers, potentially causing correctness and

AutoPersist
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UniHeap
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4
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6
22

performance bugs in NVM programs. Recent studies such
as AutoPersist [52] and Espresso [60] proposed to exploit
the managed runtime to manage NVM, which simplifies the
NVM programming. However, these runtime-based solutions
are mainly developed based on JVM, which cannot work as
a generic programming framework. Our work UniHeap extends this thread of research to other managed languages
such as Python and JavaScript, while enabling efficient persistent object sharing across different runtimes.
Reduce Memory Persistency Overhead. NVM requires
memory persistency operations to ensure crash consistency [42, 46, 56]. However, ensuring memory persistency
with modern memory hierarchies is challenging. To alleviate memory persistency overhead, prior studies proposed
both software [22, 25, 37, 56] and hardware [21, 32, 50] techniques to reduce the overhead of logging in atomic regions
and transactions. UniHeap manages persistent objects in
a log-structured manner, which avoids double writes and
significantly reduce the logging overhead.
Persistent Object Sharing. As system-wide shared resources like persistent storage, NVM deserves efficient data
sharing across different managed runtimes. JVM has developed persistence layers to persist objects to file systems or
database, including Java Persistence API (JPA) [30] and Java
Data Objects (JDO) [29]. However, they still suffer from significant object serialization/deserialization overhead. The
most efficient approach for enabling cross-language communication is the shared memory [59]. However, the existing
study did not support NVM and data persistence. To the best
of our knowledge, UniHeap is the first work that enables
persistent object sharing across various managed runtimes.

7

CONCLUSION

We present UniHeap, a unified persistent object management for different managed runtimes. UniHeap is driven
by the trend that managed runtime would be the new abstraction to manage NVM. UniHeap provides a more generic
NVM programming framework by enabling persistent object
sharing across various managed runtimes.
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